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Abstract
In CloudIoT platform, the data is collected and shared by dierent nodes of In-
ternet of Things(IoT), and data is processed and stored based on cloud servers.
It has increased the abilities of IoT on information computation. Meanwhile, it
also has enriched the resource in cloud and improved integration of the Internet
and human world. All of this oer advantages as well as the new challenges
of information security and privacy protection. As the energy limitation of the
nodes in IoT, they are particularly vulnerable. It is much easier to hijack the
nodes than to attack the data center for hackers. Thus, it is a crucial and ur-
gent issue to realize the trusted update of authorization of nodes. When some
nodes are hijacked, both of the behaviors to upload data to servers and to down-
load information from servers should be forbidden. Otherwise, it might cause
the serious damage to the sensitive data and privacy of servers. In order to
solve this problem, we proposed a Proxy Re-encryption based Trusted Autho-
rization scheme for nodes on CloudIoT(PRTA). PRTA is based on the proxy
re-encryption (PRE), and the cloud server will play the roles of data storing
and re-encrypting, which would reach the full potential of cloud computing and
reduce the cost of nodes. The node's status is taken as one of the parameters
for data re-encryption and it is under the authorization servers' control, which
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could ensure the security and reliability of the data and be benecial for the
privacy protection in CloudIoT. Also, the authorization servers are divided into
the downloading and uploading kinds, which will make the application range
much wider.
Keywords:
CloudIoT; Proxy re-encryption(PRE); Trusted update of authorization; Data
downloading; Data uploading; Privacy protection.
1. Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) has been proposed by the International Telecom-
munication Union (ITU) in 2005. Recent advances in sensing technologies and
smart chips have promoted the progress of IoT. Based on various sensors and
devices, IoT could collect the information of dierent things communicating5
with Internet. The communications by Internet are changing from computer-
s to computers to Man-to-Machine or Machine-to-Machine(M2M). In a word,
IoT integrates various sensors, objects and smart nodes that are capable of com-
municating with each other without human intervention[5]. The development
of IoT has been blurring the boundaries among the physical, social, and cy-10
ber worlds and fueling the astonishing number of Internet-connected devices,
which has been increasing from 15 billion in 2014 to 17.6 billion in 2016 and will
be 30 billion by 2020[9][1]. In recent years, a variety of applications based on
IoT with dierent areas have been developed, such as logistics, manufacturing,
healthcare, industrial surveillance, and etc[33][25].15
Meanwhile, a number of corresponding techniques, such as intelligent sen-
sors, wireless networks, big data analysis and mining[40], have been developed
to realize the potential of the IoT with dierent intelligent systems[6][30]. Cloud
computing is one of them. The cloud provides exible, scalable and customized
computing service and storage service with lower entry barriers and less cost.20
More and more users choose cloud to obtain the resource, such as information,
software, hardware and platform. In general, the framework of the IoT is con-
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sisted of three layers, including the perceptual layer, the transport layer and the
intelligent application layer [35]. The perceptual layer is based on various sen-
sors and is responsible for data collection. The transferring layer is based on the25
current common protocols, such as IP, and is responsible for data transmission.
The intelligent application layer is designed for dierent users' requirements
and is responsible for data processing of the layers above. Cloud is suitable for
the third layer of IoT for its massive computing and storing capacity. Thus,
a novel paradigm where cloud and IoT merged together is proposed, which is30
called CloudIoT[3]. IoT could benet from the virtually unlimited capabilities
and resources of cloud to compensate its technological constraints (e.g., storage,
processing, communication). CloudIoT has given birth to a new set of smart
services and applications, which can strongly impact human's daily life. Many
applications are benecial from the M2M communications when things need to35
exchange information among themselves and not only send them to cloud. From
2008, the number of papers dealing with cloud and IoT shows an increasing ten-
dency. The characteristics of cloud and IoT are often complementary, which is
the main reason why many researchers have proposed and are proposing their
integration, generally to obtain benets in specic application scenarios [4][2][8].40
Meanwhile, many Internet application vendors,such as Microsoft, IBM, Google,
Alibaba and Tencent have developed the cloud platforms which could support
the IoT applications. They provide the application programming interfaces
(API) for the nodes denitions, simulations and congurations.
The emerging CloudIoT is foreseen as one of the great developments of IoT45
and cloud, as the users could obtain the convenience of both cloud and IoT.
However, the new problems are also brought to the security of CloudIoT. Firstly,
the nodes of IoT are numerous, so the data uploaded to cloud and shared by
cloud will be increased sharply. The amount of private and condential data will
become more and more as well. For instance, the cameras for smart homes could50
collect and upload the real records of their owner's daily life, which will concern
the privacy of users. Thus, it is important to protect the condentiality and
privacy of the data from such nodes. The security scheme is designed not only
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to prevent the access by illegal users, but also to avoid the analysis of cloud
service providers. Only the authenticated users have privileges to obtain the55
information,and unauthorized accesses are prevented from tampering the data.
Secondly, cyber attacks are becoming more pervasive[39][41]. As the limitation
of computation ability, the nodes are weaker in resistant to attack than the
common computers. The hackers could attack the CloudIoT by hijacking a
node or faking a device[26],and they could obtain information in cloud servers60
or upload the malicious data to a server by attacking the nodes. Thus, how to
revoke the authentication of nodes when they are hacked is a serious problem
to be solved.
For the problems above, researchers have done a plenty of work, such as
privacy protection[7][38], integrity verication[43], access control, secure storage65
of data in IoT environment. In order to ensure the data is accessed by the
authenticated users, many eorts have been taking place to apply traditional
methods of access control to IoT scenarios [29][19]. And there are some new
approaches to access control mechanisms in IoT at the same time by describing
the parameters of devices, e.g. device ID[32]or combing with some famous70
security protocols, e.g. Kerberos and RADIUS[24]. Due to the limitation of IoT
sensors, some lightweight schemes also have been proposed [36] . As same as
the common cloud service, the CloudIoT also requires the data encryption, thus,
the cryptography based access control will be needed, e.g. Die-Hellman[22]
or ECC [20][10]. All the works above contributed a great deal to the data75
protection of IoT, but they did not discuss the corresponding access control
scheme for CloudIoT or how to deal with the data authentication when the
nodes are hacked. Although, some of them have talked about the lightweight,
but they did not try to take advantage of cloud service. PRE has played an
important role in cloud access control and data protection. The proxy server80
could nish some work of data sharing. For the characteristics of PRE, it also
could be applied to CloudIoT. If the cloud server is responsible for the work of
re-encryption proxy, the computing cost of individual users and nodes will be
much less.
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Summing up, the current references have discussed a lot about how to keep85
the sensitive data security, but it is still a serious problem that how to up-
date the authorization of the hacked nodes to prevent their downloading and
uploading information. It means revoking the compromised nodes from the sys-
tem assuredly is still one of the hottest topics for IoT security. And the main
technical challenges are as followed:90
(1)The applications of the IoT is various. Some nodes will collect and upload
the information to server, some nodes will download the data for conguration
and some will both upload and download the data. For example, some nodes
for the smart healthcare solution will collect data of patient physical conditions.
They focus on the data uploading quickly and correctly. Some nodes for the95
smart cars will download the information for navigation or speed control. They
require to download the information conveniently. And for the smart homes,
some nodes will both download and upload the information,such as intelligent
entrance guard. Thus the scheme for the nodes revoking should consider the
dierent applications.100
(2)The cloud servers usually play the role for data storing, and they are used
less in data encryption or decryption. For data security, the IoT servers and
nodes will nish the work of encryption and decryption. It will be a great cost
for nodes and IoT servers. Also the cloud servers are not fully used.
(3)When the nodes are compromised, some current schemes could update105
the key for such node. However if the node has already stored the old key, it
will be a threat to the system.
Thus, we have done some research on this issue and its corresponding tech-
nologies and proposed a PRE based Trusted Authorization Scheme for Nodes on
CloudIoT platform (PRTA). Firstly, we analyze the related work and proposed110
the system model. Secondly, we explain the system processes and algorithms
based PRE. Finally, we discuss the properties including the security and e-
ciency issues. The main contributions of the paper are threefold:
(1) We dened the processes of data downloading and data uploading for
nodes, and the permissions are designed for each process respectively. The115
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downloading permission is managed by the downloading authentication server
and uploading permission is managed by the uploading authentication server,
which will be more suitable for the various IoT applications. Some applications
only need the node to collect data, some only need the nodes to share informa-
tion of data server and some need both downloading and uploading. The users120
could be free to deploy the CloudIoT with downloading authentication server
or uploading authentication server or both of them for dierent requirements.
This is for the challenge (1).
(2) We designed the algorithms based on PRE, and the permissions assign-
ment according to the re-encryption keys. The cloud server will be responsible125
for data re-encryption. The IoT data server and nodes will cost less for data
accessing and collection. This is for the challenge (2).
(3)It is worth mentioning that there are two kinds of re-encryption algo-
rithms, one is for downloading(ReEnc1) and the other is for uploading(ReEnc2).
ReEnc1 will generate the ciphertext for nodes from the IoT data server, and130
ReEnc2 will generate the ciphertext for the IoT data server from the nodes.
ReEnc1 /ReEnc2 have divided the parameters of re-encryption keys genera-
tion, one part is submitted to cloud servers, the other is under the control of
downloading or uploading authentication server. When updating the autho-
rization, downloading or uploading authentication server delete that part, the135
re-encryption keys will not be able to generated for parameters missing. The
authorization is updated assuredly.This is for the challenge (3).
Organizations: The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The related
works and preliminaries is in section 2, and the system models, main processes
and algorithm of it explained in Section 3. Security proof is presented in Sec-140
tion 4, and Properties and eciency analysis are in Section 5, The concluding
remarks are in Section 6.
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2. Related works and Preliminaries
2.1. Access control and authentication scheme for CloudIoT
There are a plenty of schemes designed for IoT, some of them are based on145
the tractional access control models, such as role based access control(RBAC)
and attribute based access control(ABAC). Paper [29]is one of them, which
focused on the dynamic characteristics of IoT and proposed an access control
model based on attribute and role to solve the scenarios of large scale dynamics
users. The model has put forward a policy language of attribute rules and a150
method to solve the policy conict and redundancy. In IoT, dierent people visit
the nodes of things to obtain the service, the interactions between the people
and nodes occur very frequently. Thus, the relation between node and user is
one of the vital factors for access control for IoT. But the schemes based on
tractional models are lack of discussion on this issue. Thuan et al. [32]proposed155
a user centric identity management system that incorporates user's identity,
device's identity and the relations between them. The proposed system is user
centric and allows device authentication and authorization based on the user's
identity. In order to make the scheme suitable for the ne-grained managing
requirements, Pereira et al. [24] gave a CoAP-based framework for service-level160
access control on low-power devices. The framework allows ne-grained access
control on a per service and method basis. For example, by using this approach
a device can allow reading and writing accesses to its services in one group of
users while only allow reading access in another group. Users without the right
credentials are not even allowed to discover available services.165
The works mentioned above have improved the access control schemes for
IoT, but they did not discuss the corresponding algorithms for ciphertext protec-
tion, eg. how to encrypt/decrypt the data for the nodes or how to authenticate
the nodes and servers. Thus, some researchers proposed the schemes based on
cryptography for access control of IoT. Mahalle et al.[22] proposed an authenti-170
cation scheme based on the Die-Hellman algorithm for the secret key genera-
tion for IoT along with protocol evaluation. Liu et al.[20] proposed authentica-
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tion mechanism by using simple and secure key establishment method based on
ECC. Since IoT nodes are not as powerful as the common computers, they are
limited by the energy and not able to deal with large amounts of computational175
work.Some researchers have paid attentions to the lightweight schemes, Yang et
al.[36]proposed a lightweight break-glass access control (LiBAC) system, which
simultaneously supports two types of access control patterns: attribute based
access control for normal circumstance and break-glass access for emergency
circumstance. LiBAC is lightweight since very few calculations are executed180
by devices in the healthcare IoT network, and the storage and transmission
overheads are low.
The schemes above are designed for the application layer. For transferring
layer, there also exist some works, which focus on the components security
of IoT. As one of the enabling components of IoT, wireless sensor networks185
(WSNs) have found applications in a wide range of elds, in which outside users
could interact with sensors to obtain sensed data directly . However, WSNs
are vulnerable to various attacks over wireless links, such as eavesdropping and
tampering. Jiang et al.[10]has put forward a privacy aware two-factor authenti-
cation protocol based on elliptic curve cryptography for WSNs.This work faced190
to the challenge of how to ensure that sensitive or critical information is only
available to legal users and proposed the two-factor authentication protocol.
Paper [23]is also based on the WSN. The work has paid more attentions to
the WSNs for military sensing and tracking, target tracking and environment
monitoring. It is an important task to design an access control scheme that195
can authorize, authenticate and revoke a user to access the WSN. The work
proposed a heterogeneous signcryption scheme to control the access behavior
of the users. An important characteristic of this scheme is to allow a user in
a certicateless cryptography (CLC) environment to send a message to a sen-
sor node in an identity-based cryptography (IBC) environment. And Luo et200
al. [21]proposed a more secure and ecient access control scheme for wireless
sensor networks in the cross-domain context of the IoT, which allows an Inter-
net user in a CLC environment to communicate with a sensor node in an IBC
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environment with dierent system parameters.
With the development of the cloud and IoT, more and more applications are205
designed on the combination of them(CloudIoT). The current works mentioned
above could be build a base in both theory and practice for further research on
access control of CloudIoT. Some researchers tried to design the schemes for se-
cure data-sharing at the edge of cloud connected IoT smart devices[12],which has
utilized both secret key encryption and public key encryption. In this scheme,210
all security operations are ooaded to nearby edge servers, thereby, greatly
reducing the processing burden of smart devices.
2.2. Proxy Re-encryption(PRE)
PRE is based on the public-key system, and similar to the common public-
key system, PRE system will provide a key pair(public/private key). In a PRE215
system, user A encrypts the message with his public key(pkA) and generates
the ciphertext(CA) at rst. Then A submits CA to the PRE server. The PRE
server will re-encrypt CA with the re-encrypted key(rkA!B) and generate the
re-encrypted ciphertext(CA!B) for user B. By PRE, A only needs to nish
the rst encryption of the message for sharing, and the PRE server will be220
in charge of other work of re-encryption. The PRE server can only obtain the
ciphertext, thus the message is security. For the process above, PRE is benecial
for information sharing in cloud, which can reduce the requirement for personal
users.
PRE cannot be applied in cloud independently. It needs to be combined225
with other cryptographic technologies. Identity based encryption(IBE) is one of
those technologies, which constructs the keys based on the users' identities. Xu
et al.[34] proposed a conditional identity-based broadcast PRE (CIBPRE) and
formalized its semantic security, which is the PRE scheme combined with IBE.
CIBPRE allows a sender to encrypt a message to multiple receivers by specifying230
these receivers' identities, and the sender can delegate a re-encryption key to a
proxy so that he can convert the initial ciphertext into a new one for a new set
of intended receivers. Moreover, the re-encryption key can be associated with a
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condition such that only the matching ciphertexts can be re-encrypted, which
allows the original sender to enforce access control over his remote ciphertext235
in a ne-grained manner.
For the complicated environment, such as cloud, identity is not enough for
authorization. The user's role, location or other information might be the factors
for authorization, thus attribute based encryption(ABE) was proposed based
on IBE,which is more exible than IBE and widely used in cloud, for exam-240
ple, the exible and ne-grained attribute-based data storage in cloud com-
puting [16]and full veriability for outsourced decryption in attribute based
encryption[13][14]. There are two main forms to realize the ABE, the one is
key-policy attribute-based encryption(KP-ABE)[17],the other one is ciphertext-
policy attribute-based encryption(CP-ABE). CP-ABE is more suitable for the245
ne-grained access control and permission assignment in cloud. In order to
combine the PRE with CP-ABE, Zhang et al.[42] tackled the aforementioned
challenge for the rst time by formalizing the notion of anonymous CP-ABPRE
and giving out a concrete construction. The work proposed a novel technique
called match-then-re-encrypt, in which a matching phase is additionally intro-250
duced before the re-encryption phase. This technique uses special components
of the proxy re-encryption key and ciphertext to anonymously check whether
the proxy can fulll a proxy re-encryption or not.
Certicate are used to describe the attribute for authorization, which is
more convenient and secure. Li et al. [18]proposed the formal denition and255
security model of certicate-based conditional proxy re-encryption. Further,
the work combined the conditional proxy re-encryption with a certicate-based
encryption and presented a certicate-based conditional proxy re-encryption
scheme.
Yang et al. [37] presented a ciphertext-policy attribute based conditional260
proxy re-encryption (CPRE) scheme, together with a formalization of the prim-
itive and its security proof. Su et al.[28] gave the PRE scheme based access con-
trol conditions, by paying more attentions to the generation of the re-encrypted
key based on conditions.
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For the requirement of ne-grained ciphertext management, Tang et al. [31]265
dened the ciphertext into dierent types, and gave the PRE scheme based on
type.
In order to apply the PRE in IoT, Kim[11]gave the PRE scheme for IoT nodes
to manage the data. The work designed the PRE server for data uploading.
All the researches above have improved the PRE schemes, but very few of270
them were targeting IoT environment. We hope to use PRE in IoT in order to
reduce the cost of the node for encrypting and decrypting.
Meanwhile, it is an important problem to revoke the permission for the
current cryptographic schemes used in cloud and IoT. But it is also a dicult
problem to revoke some users' permissions without aecting the other users.275
For example, every attribute in ABE may be shared by multiple users and each
user holds multiple attributes, any single-attribute revocation for someone might
aect the other users with the same attribute in the system. Some researchers
have tried to solve this problem, Li et al.[15]present a user collusion avoidance
ciphertext-policy ABE scheme with ecient attribute revocation for the cloud280
storage system. The problem of attribute revocation is solved eciently by
exploiting the concept of an attribute group.
The permission revocation is also a serious problem for PRE, unfortunately,
the corresponding schemes are not enough. In the earlier work[27], we proposed
a PRE based trusted update scheme of authorization for nodes on IoT cloud285
platform (PRE-TUAN). It could realize trusted update of authorization for the
nodes in the updating application scenarios preliminarily, but the downloading
scenarios have not been discussed and the details have not been presented.
Therefore, we will try to propose the scheme improved from [27] and design the
scheme for both the updating and downloading scenarios for CloudIoT.290
2.3. Bilinear Groups and hardness assumption
Bilinear Groups: G1 ,G2 and G3 are three multiplicative cyclic groups of
prime order p, and g is a generator of G1 . e : G1 G2 ! G3 is a computable
bilinear map with the following properties:
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(1)Bilinear: For all a; b 2 Zp , if g 2 G1 and h 2 G2we have e(ga; hb) =295
e(g; h)ab.
(2)Non-degenerate: if g 2 G1 and h 2 G2, e(g; h) 6= 1.
(3)Computability:For all g 2 G1 and h 2 G2, we have an algorithm,which
can obtain e(g; h) in polynomial time.
DBDH(Decisional bilinear Die-Hellman) Problem: Given hg; ga; gb; gc; e(g; g)abci300
for some a; b; c 2 Zp ,z = abc mod p, a polynomial- time algorithm A has advan-
tage " in solving the DBDH problem, if and only if jPr[A(g; ga; gb; gc; e(g; g)abc) =
0]  Pr[A(g; ga; gb; gc; e(g; g)z) = 0]j  ".
3. PRTA Scheme
3.1. Goals and Preconditions305
Our scheme will face to the application scenario in Fig. 1. The rst part
of Fig. 1 shows the common framework for the IoT. The nodes will collect
and upload the data to IoT data server. Also the nodes might download the
data from the data server, including data or congure commands. In order to
increase the computing and storing abilities of IoT, the cloud server is applied310
in the IoT, and CloudIoT appeared. For the rst step of our research, we will
deploy a proxy server for re-encryption in cloud. And then, we will realize the
trusted authentication updating when the nodes hacked at the second step.
In our paper, the PRTA will aim at the following goals:
(1) To realize the authorization of trusted update, including the data down-315
loading and uploading. If a node is hacked, the IoT authorization servers could
prevent the downloading behavior and refuse the data collected by that node
assuredly.
(2) Our scheme could be realized in the existing IoT system. That means
the framework of the current system will not be changed. Our scheme is still320
based on the 3-layer model of IoT and is designed for the application layer.
(3) The cloud computing will play a larger role in the CloudIoT. We will
make the cloud server to nish more work of re-encryption, instead of individual
12
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Figure 1: application scenario of PRTA.
user or nodes.
(4) PRTA is designed to resist the attacks such as cryptographic analysis,325
database injection, and the nodes hijacking. If the node has been hijacked
already, our scheme will stop its work and revoke its permission.
PRTA system will be constructed under the following preconditions.
(1)All the nodes will connect to IoT data server by the network (WSN or
others). They can communicate with the cloud servers to download and upload330
the information.
(2)IoT data server and authorization servers are trusted parties.
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(3)The cloud servers are semi-trusted. They will nish the work honestly,
but be curious about the privacy.
(4)The nodes will decrypt the ciphertext based on the parameters from the335
authorization servers and will delete the parameters after decryption.
3.2. Conceptions
The notations of system model (see Fig.2) are dened as follows:
(1)(pki,ski): the key-pairs of node i or server i.pki is the public key and ski
is the secret key.340
(2)rki!j : the re-encryption key from entity i to j. If i is the node and j is
IoT data server, the rki!j is for data uploading. If i is the IoT data server and
j is the node, rki!j is for data downloading.
(3):the parameters list for data downloading, and it is managed by the
downloading authentication server.345
(4)(i; i):the items of list , here i is the ID of node, and i = 1:::n, n is
the number of the nodes. i is also the parameter for the node to decrypt the
re-encrypted ciphertext.
(5)	:the parameters list for data uploading, and it is managed by the up-
loading authentication server.350
(6)('i; i):the items of list 	, here i is the ID of node, and i = 1:::n, n is
the number of the nodes. 'i is also the parameter for the node to encrypt the
collected data and is generated based on the status of the node.
(7) (M)K :the ciphertext generated by the symmetric method based on the
symmetric key K.355
(8)E(K)pki :the ciphertext generated by the public method based on public
key pki of i, which could be decrypted by ski.
3.3. System Entities
There are seven kinds of entities in the system model of PRTA.
(1) IoT data server(IoT-DS): there are two functions of IoT-DS, the rst one360
is to store the data collected by nodes, the second one is to generate the data
or conguration commands for nodes.
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Figure 2: System model of PRTA.
(2) Register server(RS):the server for the node register, key generation, and
re-encryption parameter generation.
(3) Downloading authorization server(DAS): the server to manage the au-365
thorization of data downloading.
(4) Uploading authorization server(UAS): the server to manage the autho-
rization of data uploading.
(5) Nodes: the IoT devices, such as cameras, sensors for physical phenomena
detection and so on.370
(6) Proxy Re-Encryption server(PRES):the server for re-encryption.
(7) Attackers: they might attack the system and database by cryptographic
analysis, brute-force password-cracking, and hijack attacking.
3.4. System Processes
There are ve main processes of the PRTA.375
(1)System setup and node registration
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Figure 3: Working principles for system setup and node registration of PRTA.
The working principles for system setup and node registration of PRTA is
shown in Fig3. The detail will be shown as follows.
Step1: RS selects a large security parameter q, and invokes the algorith-
m Setup(q) belonging to the algorithm level to generate system parameters380
params, and sends the params to DAS and UAS.
Step2: Node i sends its ID IDi for registration.
Step3: RS gets i's requirement and invokes the algorithmKeyGen belonging
to the algorithm level to generate the key pairs for node.
Step4: Node i sends its original system status s to RS and UAS.385
Step5: RS invokes the algorithm ReKeyGen belonging to the algorithm level
to generate the parameters (i; i) and ('i; i) and sends to the DAS and UAS
respectively.
(2)data downloading(authorized)
The working principles for authorized node to download data is shown in390
Fig4. The detail will be shown as follows.
Step1: IoT-DS generates the message M for the authorized nodes and en-
crypts M by the symmetric method. The ciphtext is (M)K , and symmetric key
is K.
Step2: IoT-DS invokes the algorithm IoTEnc belonging to the algorith-395
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Figure 4: Working principles for authorized data downloading of PRTA.
m level to generate ciphertext E(K)pkIoT , and sends the (M)K jjE(K)pkIoT to
PRES.
Step3: DAS sends (i; i) to PRES for re-encryption.
Step4: PRES invokes the algorithms ReKeyGen and ReEnc1 belonging to
the algorithm level to generate the re-encryption key and E(K)pki for node i.400
Step5: Node i sends the access requirement to PRES and gets the (M)K jjE(K)pki .
Step6: Node i gets i and invokes the algorithm ReDec1 belonging to the
algorithm level to obtain K.
Step7: Node i decrypt the (M)K by the symmetric method based on K.
(3)data downloading(unauthorized)405
The working principles for unauthorized node to download data is shown in
Fig5. If the node i is hijacked by the attacker, DAS will delete the parame-
ter (i; i). The node i could not obtain the K without i according to the
algorithm ReDec1.
(4)data uploading(authorized)410
The working principles for authorized node to upload data is shown in Fig.6.
The detail will be shown as follows.
Step1: UAS invokes the algorithm IoTEnc belonging to the algorithm level
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Figure 6: Working principles for authorized data uploading of PRTA.
to generate ciphertext E(K)pki and sends it to PRES.
Step2: Node i collects the dataM and encrypts it by the symmetric method.415
The symmetric key K is initialized at the system setup phrase.
Step3: Node i sends (M)K to PRES, and sends s to UAS for uploading
authorization.
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Figure 7: Working principles unauthorized data uploading of PRTA.
Step4: UAS compares the s to the parameter i, and sends 'i to PRES.
Step5: PRES invokes the algorithms ReKeyGen and ReEnc2 belonging to420
the algorithm level to generate the re-encryption key and E(K)pkIoT for IoT-DS.
Step6: IoT-DS invokes the algorithm ReDec2 belonging to the algorithm
level to obtain K and decrypts the (M)K by the symmetric method based on
K.
(5)data uploading(unauthorized)425
The working principles for unauthorized node to upload data is shown in
Fig.7. If the node i is hijacked by the attacker, UAS will delete the parameter
('i; i). PRES will not re-encrypt without i.
3.5. Algorithms
(1)Setup(q) ! param, this algorithm picks a q-bit prime p. G1,G2 are430
multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p and g is a generator of G1. There
are four hash functions H1;H2;H3;H4 with H1 : f0; 1g ! G1, H2 : f0; 1g !
Zp , H3 : G2 ! f0; 1gl, H4 : f0; 1g ! G1. It outputs public parameters
param = fp;G1; G2; g;Hi(i = 1;    ; 4)g.
Let us dene the bilinear map e : G1 G1 ! G2.435
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(2)KeyGen(param)! (ski; pki), this algorithm picks xi 2 Zp , and outputs
ski = xi,pki = g
xi .
(3)IoTEnc(m; pki)! Ci:according to this algorithm, enetity i uses its pub-
lic key pki to encrypt plaintext m. This algorithm picks f 2 G2 to compute
r = H2(m k f), and outputs Ci = (c1; c2; c3; c4; c5).440
c1 = g
r;
c2 = k  e(pki;H1(pki))r;
c3 = mH3(f);
c4 = H1(pki);
c5 = H4(c1 k c2 k c3 k c4)r.445
(4)ReKeyPara(pki; ski; pkIoT ; skIoT ; r; s) ! rkpara, this algorithm gener-
ates the parameter list for re-encryption key based on node's status s, and
output rkpara = (i; i); ('i; i). i = fpki; pkskIoTIoT ; rg; i = 'i = H1(s);
i = fpkIoT ; pkskii ; rg.
(5)ReKeyGen(rkpara; flag)! rk, this algorithm generates the re-encryption450
key based on rkpara, and outputs the re-encryption key rk; if flag = "download",then
rk = (pki; pk
r
i ;H1(pki k )  H1(pkIoT )skIoT ; g r). if flag = "upload",then
rk = (pkIoT ; pk
r
IoT ;H1(pkIoT ) H1(pki)ski ; g r)
(6)ReEnc1(CIoT ; rk)! CIoT!i,this algorithm outputs a ciphertext CIoT!i
based on re-encryption key, where CIoT!i = (c01; c
0
2; c
0
3; c
0
4; c
0
5) if e(c1;H4(c1 k455
c2 k c3 k c4)) = e(g; c5), otherwise, outputs the error information. The cipher-
text CIoT!i can be decrypted with ski.
c01 = c1;
c02 = c2  e(pkri g r;H1(pkIoT ) skIoT )  e(pkri ;H1(pki k ) H1(pkIoT ) skIoT )
= f  e(pkri ;H1(pkijji));460
c03 = c3;
c04 = H1(pki);
c05 = H4(c
0
1; c
0
2; c
0
3; c
0
4)
r.
(7)ReEnc2(Ci; rk) ! Ci!IoT ,this algorithm outputs a ciphertext Ci!IoT
based on re-encryption key, where Ci!IoT = (c01; c
0
2; c
0
3; c
0
4; c
0
5) if e(c1;H4(c1 k465
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c2 k c3 k c4)) = e(g; c5), otherwise, outputs the error information. The cipher-
text Ci!IoT can be decrypted with skIoT .
c01 = c1;
c02 = c2  e(pkrIoT g r; H1(pki) ski)  e(pkrIoT ;H1(pkIoT ) H1(pki) ski)
= f  e(pkrIoT ;H1(pkIoT ));470
c03 = c3;
c04 = H1(pkIoT );
c05 = H4(c
0
1; c
0
2; c
0
3; c
0
4)
r.
(8)ReDec1(ski; CIoT!i; i) ! m, this algorithm recovers m by node i0s
private key and parameter i as follows: If e(c
0
1;H4(c
0
1 k c02 k c03 k c04)) = e(g; c05)475
, it continues, otherwise, returns errors for integrity.
f = c02=e(c
0
1;H1(pkijj))ski
m = c03 H3(f);
r = H2(m k f);
If c01 = g
r and c02 = f  e(pki;H1(pki k ))r, then outputs m, otherwise,480
returns error.
(9)ReDec2(skIoT ; Ci!IoT )! m,this algorithm recovers m by IoT-DS's pri-
vate key as follows:
If e(c01;H4(c
0
1 k c02 k c03 k c04)) = e(g; c05) , it continues, otherwise, returns
errors for integrity.485
f = c02=e(c
0
1;H1(pkIoT jj))skIoT
m = c03 H3(f);
r = H2(m k f);
If c01 = g
r and c02 = f  e(pkIoT ;H1(pkIoT ))r, then outputs m, otherwise,
returns error.490
4. Security proof
4.1. Security Model
We will build the security model of PRTA based ont the DBDH problem.
In the security model, adversary A can query the oracles such as key genera-
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tion, data creation, ciphertext sharing by nodes, re-decryption and so on. The495
security model will be described as follows.
Setup: Challenger sets up system parameters param.
Phase 1: AdversaryA can query one of the any oracles as follows: KeyGen,IoTEnc,
ReKeyGen ,ReEnc1, ReDec1,ReEnc2 and ReDec2 . During the querying of
IoTEnc, ReKeyGen ,ReEnc1, ReDec1,ReEnc2 and ReDec2 , A 0s private key500
is generated by KeyGen.
Challenge: When A nishes Phase 1, the challenger picks and output-
s m0;m1 2 M , parameter list rkpara and a target public key pk gener-
ated by KeyGen . Its corresponding private key is undisclosed. When A
queries ReKeyGen with (pk,pk0,rkpara),the private key corresponding with505
pk0 should be undisclosed. Challenger picks b 2 f0; 1g randomly and computes
Cb = IoTEnc(mb; pk
) as the challenge to A .
Phase 2: A is allowed to continue querying the same types of oracles as in
Phase 1. At the end of Phase 2, we have the following constraints.
(1)If A queries ReKeyGen with (list), the corresponding private key is510
undisclosed.
(2)If A queries ReEnc1 with (Cb,pk,pk0,) , the corresponding private key
is undisclosed.
(3)If A queries ReEnc2 with (Cb,pk,pk0) , the corresponding private key is
undisclosed.515
(4)A cannot query ReDec1 and ReDec2 with (C 0b,pk) directly.
(5)IfA queries ReKeyGen with (pk,pk0,rkpara), A cannot query ReDec1
and ReDec2 with C
0
b , where C
0
b is valid.
Guess: A outputs a guess, if b0 = b, A will success.
Let us dene the advantage of A to success as ", where " = jPr[b0 = b]  12 j520
. If " is negligible, A will fail. It means that the PRTA is CCA security.
4.2. Proof
Theorem: If DBDH assumption holds in groups (G1,G2), then the PRTA
is CCA secure based on random oracle model.
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Proof sketch:525
(1)G0:Challenger B faithfully answers the oracle queries from A . At the
same time,B initializesH listi (i = 1;    ; 4) by choosing 1; 4 2 G1; 2 2 Zp ; 3 2
f0; 1gl and setting (pki,1),(m,k,2),(k,3), (c1,c2,c3,c4,4) inH listi (i = 1;    ; 4).
Let 0 = Pr[b
0 = b], then j0   12 j = ".
(2)G1:Challenger B does the same as that in G0, except the following:530
B randomly picks  2 f1; 2;    ; p + 1g to query H1 in  times. When
B receives B0s challenge to query H1, B aborts the game. Therefore, the
probability of B to succeed is 1p+1 at least . 1 = Pr[b
0 = b] in G1, and then
Pr[T1] =
1
p+1 .
(3)G2:Challenger B does the same as that in G1, except the situation of Hi535
conicting. The hash functions are the standard random oracles, so jPr[T1]  
Pr[T2]j is negligible.
(4)G3:ChallengerB does the same as that in G2, except the query of ReDec1
and ReDec2. In the oracle of ReDec1 querying, if the input is (C,pk
 ,) and
A has not queried H1 with (pk k ), then B aborts the game, otherwise B540
returns the ciphertext to A . In the oracle of ReDec2 querying, if the input is
(C,pk ) and A has not queriedH1 with pk, thenB aborts the game, otherwise
B returns the ciphertext to A . Since the hash functions are the standard
random oracles and all the cryptography algorithms are certain, jPr[T2] Pr[T3]j
is also negligible.545
(5)G4:ChallengerB does the same as that in G3, except the query of ReDec1
and ReDec2. If A has not queried H2 with mb k k, there is no dierences
between G4 and G3. Therefore, jPr[T3]  Pr[T4]j is negligible.
(6)G5:Challenger B does the same as that in G4, except the querying of
ReKeyGen ,ReEnc1 andReEnc2. During the query,B searches the re-encryption550
key list with (pki,pkIoT ,rkpara) proposed by A . If there is a result of search ,
B will return rkIoT!i to A , otherwise, B will continue as follows.
If flag = "upload" and node i0s private key is corrupted, which means
ski = xi , then B computes rk = (pkIoT ; pkrIoT ;H1(pkIoT ) H1(pki)ski ; g r).
If node i0s private key is corrupted, then B will pick a 2 G1, set ski = axi,555
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and compute rk = (pkIoT ; pk
r
IoT ;H1(pkIoT ) H1(pki)ski ; g r).
If IoT  DS0s private key is corrupted, then B aborts.
If flag = "download" and IoT-DS's private key is corrupted, which means
skIoT = xIoT , thenB computes rk = (pki; pkri ;H1(pki k )H1(pkIoT )skIoT ; g r).
If IoT-DS's private key are uncorrupted, thenB will pick a 2 G1, set skIoT =560
axIoT , and compute rk = (pki; pk
r
i ;H1(pki k ) H1(pkIoT )skIoT ; g r).
If node i0s private key is corrupted, then B aborts.
When ReEnc1 is being queried, B computes the re-encryption ciphertext
with (pkIoT ; pki; C) proposed by A . If it does not hold, B aborts. Otherwise,B
searches the private keys from private key list and re-encryption key list, and565
returns ciphertext to A . If pki is not generated by KeyGen,B aborts. jPr[T4] 
Pr[T5]j is negligible.
When ReEnc2 is being queried, B computes the re-encryption ciphertext
with (pki; pkIoT ; C) proposed by A . If it does not hold, B aborts. Otherwise,B
searches the private keys from private key list and re-encryption key list, and570
returns ciphertext to A . If pkIoT is not generated by KeyGen,B aborts.
jPr[T4]  Pr[T5]j is negligible.
(7)G6:Challenger B does the same as that in G5, excepts the following situ-
ations.
When B receives the A 0s challenging (m0,m1,rkpara), B will decrypt the575
ciphertext at rst time, and then pick b 2 f0; 1g to compute f 2 G2,r =
H2(mbjjf),c1 = gr,c2 = k  e(pki; H1(pki))r,c3 = m
L
H3(k),c4 = H1(pki),c5 =
H4(c1jjc2jjc3jjc4)r. Therefore, the dierence between G6 and G5 is whether query
H3 or not. The diculty of querying H3 is based on the DBDH problem,
so jPr[T5]   Pr[T6]j is negligible. Hash functions are the random oracles, so580
Pr[T6] =
1
2(p+1) . jPr[T1]   Pr[T6]j = jPr[T1]   12(p+1) j is negligible based on
the analysis from (1) to (7), the Pr[T1] =
0
p+1 and j 20 12(p+1) j = j
0  12
(p+1) j = j "(p+1) j
is negligible. Therefore, " is negligible. The proof is nished.
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4.3. Correctness Proof
Our scheme have protected the message M with the traditional symmetric585
algorithm (eg. AES), and protect the symmetric key K with the PRE method.
Thus, the correctness proof will be based on two parts. One part is the correct-
ness of the traditional symmetric algorithm which is obvious. The other part
is the correctness of the proposed algorithm. The key pairs of node i and IoT-DS
are generated byKeyGen. And for IoT-DSK = ReDec2(skIoT ; ReEnc2(IoTEnc(K; pki);590
ReKeyGen(rkpara; flag))). It means the K is encrypted by node i's public key
based on IoTEnc, and after ReEnc2, the ciphertext of K could be decrypted by
IoT-DS's private key. And for node i,K = ReDec1(ski; i; ReEnc1(IoTEnc(K; pkIoT );
ReKeyGen(rkpara; flag))). It means the K is encrypted by node IoT-DS's
public key based on IoTEnc, and after ReEnc1, the ciphertext of K could be595
decrypted by i's private key.
5. Discussion
5.1. Security Analysis and Properties
5.1.1. Security Analysis
The security of our scheme will be based on two issues. Firstly, we will prove600
the security of algorithm. We have constructed a security framework based on
random oracle model in the section above. In the framework, we can prove
our algorithm is CCA-security by the challenge-response method (see Section
5.2). Secondly, we will analyze the possible attacks to prove the security of our
system.605
1) cryptographic analysis. We will encrypt the message M by symmetric
method based on the traditional algorithms. And the symmetric K for M
will be protected by the CCA-security algorithm. Thus, we can defense the
cryptographic analysis.
2) data leaking of database. The data in the databases is encrypted, thus if610
attackers steal the information of the database, they will not be able to obtain
the original data.
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3) collusive attack. The PRE servers, common nodes hijacked by attackers
might try to compute the IoT-DS's private key based on the parameters. How-
ever the diculty to recovery the skIoT from H1(pkIoT )
skIoT is equal to solve615
the discrete logarithm problem.
4)Hijacking attack. When the node is hijacked by attackers, the status s
might be changed. Our scheme takes the status s of the node as one of the
parameters for re-encryption key generation.  =  = H1(s), and H1 is a hash
function. If the s is changed, then  and  will be changed obviously. The620
DAS and UAS will compare the status s of the node when it need to download
or upload data, when the s changed, they will refuse the requirement of the
node's requirement assuredly by delete the re-encryption key parameters. The
attackers will not be able to download or upload the information.
5.1.2. Properties625
We will make a comparison between other works with ours(see Table 1). We
have analyzed the ve schemes [12],[23],[10],[36] and [11]. Firstly, [12],[23],[36]and
[11] have considered the cloud computing. Paper [12]has made cloud as the ser-
vice provider, the host will create and encrypted the data for senors in WSN.
Paper [23]proposed a secure data-sharing scheme at the edge of cloud connected630
IoT smart devices that utilizes both secret key encryption and public key en-
cryption. all security operations are o loaded to nearby edge servers, thereby,
reducing the processing burden of smart devices. The cloud will be responsible
for data storing and computing.Paper [36] has taken the cloud platform as the
storing service provider.Paper [11] has divided the processes into the managing635
and sharing parts, the cloud will store the data for the managing part and deal
with the data for the sharing part. In our scheme, the cloud server provides
the proxy re-encryption service, the cost of the nodes will be reduced. Second-
ly,paper [12],[23], [36] , [11]and our scheme are designed for application layer,
and paper[10] is designed for transferring layer.Paper[12], [23] and [11] are for640
data downloading and sharing scenarios, paper[10]and [36] are focus on the da-
ta collecting scenarios. Our scheme have designed the servers for data sharing
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Table 1: Properties comparisons between current works and our scheme
Schemes [12] [23] [10] [36] [11] Ours
Cloud-based
p p  p p p
Role of
cloud
Storing
Storing &
computing
No Storing
Storing &
computing
Storing &
computing
Layers Application Application Transferring Application Application Application
Applications
scenarios
Downloading Downloading Updating Updating
Downloading &
updating
Downloading &
updating
Trusted
updating
     p
p means the scheme can support the property.  means the scheme can not support the
property.
and collecting respectively. Finally, our scheme takes the nodes status as one of
the parameters for data re-encryption and the parameters are controlled by the
UAS/DAS for data uploading/downloading, which is the trusted server. During645
uploading process, if some node is hacked by attackers, the status of this node
will be changed. When it submits the new status to UAS for data uploading,
UAS will discover the dierence and delete the parameter of this node for data
uploading. As a result, the hacked node will not upload the data without the
parameter for re-encryption. During downloading process, when the IoT-DS650
wants to change the permission of the node, it will tell the DAS to delete the
node's parameter. The node will not be able to download the information from
the IoT-DS without the parameter for re-encryption.The other works have not
discussed the authorization assured updating.
5.2. Eciency analysis655
This section compares the eciency of the proposed scheme with that of the
previous ones[12],[23],[10],[36] and [11]. As the setup and registration phase of
nodes is executed only once, only the eciency comparison of the downloading
and uploading phases are necessary. To simplify the presentation, the following
symbols are dened.660
TE : the cost of exponent computation;
TP : the cost of pairing computation;
Ta: the other cost of symmetric encryption.
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Table 2: Eciency comparisons between current works and our scheme
Schemes [12] [36] [11] Ours
Data accessing TE + 6TP 2TE + 3TP TE + TP 5TE + 2TP
Data collecting { 2TE 6TE + 3TP 5TE + 2TP
Nodes' cost TP 2TE 5TE + 3TP Ta or TE + TP
Table 2 shows the results of eciency comparisons among the proposed
scheme and the previous ones [12],[36] and [11].([23] has not described the details665
of the algorithm and [10] is based on ECC which is dierent from the ideal of
other work, thus , we do not analyze the eciency of them )
It shows that our proposed scheme has better eciency than [11] for data
collection and has better eciency than [12] at for data accessing. Although
the scheme of [36] has slightly better eciency than ours, it cannot accomplish670
the trusted revoking of the compromised nodes, as is shown in Table 1. And
our scheme divided the nodes into two kinds, the ones are designed for data
collection,such as cameras of smart city. They will update the information on
time, and they are not good at computing, thus, we can just congure the
scheme for data collection by selecting the algorithms including ReEnc2 and675
ReDec2, the cost of nodes will be Ta. The other ones are designed for data
collecting and accessing, such as the nodes for military. They will update the
information and download the commands from the servers. They could deal
with some work of decryption. Thus, we can just congure the scheme for data
collection by selecting the algorithms including ReEnc1 and ReDec1,the cost680
of nodes will be TE + TP .
5.3. Further works
(1)How to obtain the status s
In our scheme, we have made the status of node to be one parameter for re-
encryption, but we have not discussed the detail of how to construct the status685
s. In the further, we will do some work on the description of s.
(2)How to detect the attacks
Our scheme is based on the assumption that the system could detect the
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attacks. In the future, we will design the schemes with the abilities of attack
detecting.690
(3)How to realize the lightweight algorithm on the nodes
The nodes are limited in the energy, computing and storing, thus we will
analyze the cost of the algorithms for data encryption and design the lightweight
scheme.
6. Conclusion695
The IoT brings the convenience to connect everything to Internet. And
CloudIoT has increased the abilities of IoT to data storing and processing.
However, this integration has brought the new challenges to security of IoT and
cloud. Firstly, there are thousands and hundreds nodes of IoT, more and more
information is appeared in cloud including the sensitive data and privacy. Sec-700
ondly, the nodes are limited in storing and computing, which make them weak
in defending against attacks. Connected to cloud server will make the problem
even more serious. How to realize the trusted authorization updating is one of
the serious problems in CloudIoT. In our work, we have proposed a PRE based
Trusted Authorization scheme for nodes on CloudIoT (PRTA). Firstly, we have705
analyzed the motivation and state-of-the-art solutions. Secondly, we have given
the system model, processes and algorithms. Finally, we have proved the secu-
rity and analyzed the properties. In the PRTA scheme, the cloud server will be
responsible for data storing and re-encryption, which will reach the full poten-
tial of cloud computing and reduce the cost of nodes. We have taken the node's710
status as one of the parameters for data re-encryption and the parameters are
under the authorization servers' control, which could update the authorization
assuredly . Also, the authorization servers are divided into the downloading and
uploading types, which will be wider in application range, including the IoT for
data sharing, IoT for data collecting and both of them.715
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